Session 9: Mon, Nov 3

Observation in HHO: Assume a Beginner’s Mindset
3:45  4:15 (25 min)
Matt
Facilitator will review with students what they found on Wednesday when they spent 15 minutes in HHO.
Facilitator will then introduce today’s HHO session as more designrelatedStudents will observe visitors’
interactions in the hall and write downand/or drawtheir observations in their notebooks. Let students know
that this will be the first of two observation sessions.
Facilitator will tell students to frame their observations with the following:
Facilitator will write the text bolded below on the board and have students enter it into their notebooks.
(Nonbolded text are just the explanations/context the facilitator should give.)
1. Remember the Audience: Remember whom we’re ultimately, ideally designing forthose with “no
subject knowledge” and “no museum experience”.
2. Don’t Judge: Just observe, no value judgements on visitors’ actions, circumstances, decisions or
perceived “issues.”
3. Be Curious: Strive for a posture of wonder and curiosity, especially in circumstances that seem
either familiar or uncomfortable.
4. Find Patterns: Look for interesting threads and themes that emerge across visitors’ interactions in
the hall.
5. Really Listen: Lose whatever individual agenda you may have and let the scene soak into your
psyche. Become a mobile diorama with a consciousness.

Session 10: Wed, Nov 5 10

Observation in HHO: What?|How?|Why?
?:??  4:15 (?? min)
Facilitator will introduce/orient endofsession HHO visitor observation, designed to have a bit more depth
than the first round of observations, by having students divide (at least) one blank page of their notebooks
(landscape orientation) into three sections. The three sections should be labeled “What?” “How?” and
“Why?” (Againthe bolded text below the facilitator should write on the board and have students enter into
their notebooks. Nonbolded text is explanations/context facilitator should give.)
Inform students that we’ll be reviewing these observations in a few weeks’ time.
● What?  Concrete observations using adjectives and other descriptive language
● How?  How (exactly, in descriptive language) is the person doing what they’re doing? Does it
require effort? Do they appear rushed? Confused? Excited? Does the activity or situation appear to
be impacting the visitor’s state of being either positively or negatively?
● Why?  Why are they doing what they’re doing? Why do you think the person you’re observing is
doing what they’re doing, and in the particular way they’re doing it? Make some informed guesses
about motivation and emotion. Take a shot at interpretation. Project some potential meaning.

Session 11: Mon, Nov 10

Observation in HHO: Journey Map, Part I
?:??  4:15 (?? min)
Facilitator will introduce/orient endofsession HHO visitor observation, designed to take slightly different
form than previous observations. This time, students will be creating a “Journey Map.”
Organized in pairs, studentsnotebooks in hand with Hall maps will chose a visitor to follow and observe,
starting at the entrance to the hall.
Partner 1 will note the physical route the visitor walks in the hall and how much time they spend stopped at
any one point. (Facilitator should make sure that at least one partner per pair has something with a timer on
ita watch, a phone, etc.and knows how to use it.)
Partner 2 will record what the visitor is actually doingwhile they’re walking, while they’re pausing to
examine something (or not), etc. paying particular attention to any hall subject matterrelated conversations
the visitor(s) may be having.
Walking examples might include things like:
● “walking like they know where they want to go next while talking about an interactive they just used”
● “wandering looking for whatever catches their eye and listening to a family member talk about a
newspaper article they just read about archaeology”
● “following a sibling while grunting like a ‘cave man’”
Pausing examples might include things like:
● “concentrating like they’re trying to figure something out”
● “pointing to another part of the hall while talking to someone they’re with about the connections
between the two parts of the hall”
● “bored and checking their phone.”

Session 12: Wed, Nov 12
(same d.school card as Session 11)
Observation in HHO: Journey Map, Part II
?:??  4:15 (?? min)
Facilitator will introduce/review endofsession HHO “Journey Map” visitor observation. In short, students
simply swap roles with their partners from last time. If there are any absences (from Session 11 or 12),
facilitator will try to pair students without partners. If groups of three are necessary, two students should
write down their own versions of what visitors are actually doing in the hall (while one student records the
route and time). If swapping doesn’t make sense for any reason, just have them create more “Journey
Maps” with different visitors, noticing along the way the different patterns they see emerging across their
Maps.
As in Session 11: Organized in pairs, studentsnotebooks in hand with Hall maps will chose a visitor to
follow and observe, starting at the entrance to the hall.

Partner 1 will note the physical route the visitor walks in the hall and how much time they spend stopped at
any one point. (Facilitator should make sure that at least one partner per pair has something with a timer on
ita watch, a phone, etc.and knows how to use it.)
Partner 2 will record what the visitor is actually doingwhile they’re walking, while they’re pausing to
examine something (or not), etc. paying particular attention to any hall subject matterrelated conversations
the visitor(s) may be having.
Walking examples might include things like:
● “walking like they know where they want to go next while talking about an interactive they just used”
● “wandering looking for whatever catches their eye and listening to a family member talk about a
newspaper article they just read about archaeology”
● “following a sibling while grunting like a ‘cave man’”
Pausing examples might include things like:
● “concentrating like they’re trying to figure something out”
● “pointing to another part of the hall while talking to someone they’re with about the connections
between the two parts of the hall”
● “bored and checking their phone.”

Session 13: Mon, Nov 17
Session 14: Wed, Nov 19

Session 16: Wed, Nov 26

Design Activity: Story ShareandCapture
?:??  ?:?? (3045 min?)
Sitting in groups of 4 (or or 56, if necessary, as outlined in Session 12)i.e. two sets of observation
teamsstudents “story shareandcapture” their observations of visitors to the HHO from the previous two
sessions. Students should begin with their ?|HowWhat?|Why? observations and thenif time allows or
necessity dictatesmove onto their first round of observations.
Within their groups, students take turns reading/telling their observations (as recorded in their notebooks),
and then the group as a whole translates those observations/stories into “headlines” (such as noteworthy
quotes, surprises, and other interesting bits) that are written on postits. There should be just one headline
per postit, but there can be multiple postits per observation.
The facilitator will remind students that the end goal of this activity is to understand as much as they can
about the “ideal user” we’re imagining utilizing the AR guide. Who is this person, and what do they need in
regard to the design challenge we’re trying to address?

Session 16: Wed, Nov 26

Design Activity: Saturate and Group
?:??  ?:?? (90120 min?)
The facilitator(s) will collect the stacks of postit “headlines” from each of the groups and stick the postits up
on a board or wall (in RCC4) that is visible by all students. Then, as a class, students will look for and
discuss potential connections between, or patterns within, everyone’s headlines. In part, the goal of this
activity is (per the “Saturate and Group” d.school card) to “explore what themes and patterns emerge” and to
“strive to move toward identifying meaningful needs of people... and insights that will inform [students’]
design solutions.”
Postits can initially be placed on the board/wall by group, but will then be reassembled according to the
connections or patterns students find (and agree upon, determined by majority if necessary). Once the
group is relatively satisfied with the reassembled groupings of postits, the facilitator(s) will take a picture of
the board/wall. If time permits, the class can do a second round of connection/pattern finding and grouping
of postits.

